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About This Content

On the morning of February 20, the 11 CD 6 gds CC received the order to attack Ordivka and Bulakhi farmsteads, but did not
accomplish the task, and by evening withdrew to fst.Klyuchevodsk where it was on the defensive until February 20-21. And 83
CD conducted battle for vlg.Borki for two days, positioned on the heights north of the village. But by the evening of February

20 was dislodged from the heights to the north, and entrenched in the forest. The next day, the cavalrymen attacked Borki again,
but were able to capture it only by the morning of February 22. The same day, 11 CD reached fst.Podkopay and fst.Homenki

again, and attacked in the direction of fst.Ordivka and fst.Bulakhi. Units of the SS LSAH division took defense here.

Two operations of 10 turns for each of the parties (fst.Bulakhi, February 23-24, 1943).

Area of over 48 sq.km: farms, windmills and extensive gullies.

Historical organizational structure of units at the time of the offensive.
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Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 8.1 (64-bit only)

Processor: AMD FX-8320/Intel Core i3-4160

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: AMD Radeon 7570/nVidia GeForce GTX 650 1GB

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 2 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX 9 Compatible

English,Russian
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5 Gb of nausea. Man, there are a lot of resources to prevent nausea on VR games development, seems like you are using just
none of them.

Here some examples:

Make something fix at the screen, like a virtual nose, as point of reference.

Make the way to transport through your scene by small teleporting\/jumping

Make the user move somehow to move around the scene, don't allow them to just sit and use a joystick control.

Do something! 5Gb of data to the trash can already. Sorry!
Without any of those any content within 7 min, you are ready to puke all over the place.. A very basic game with a far number
of ships. Takes a entire new look at sea warfare. You have the best of them all. From Planes to Subs. The game has made them
ballanced and far to play.. Fun little space arcade game reminding me of the yesteryears.
Gameplay is smooth.
UI is not buggy, other than the fact that whenever you get an achievement, the bottom right part of the screen gets glitched out.

I prefer the second ship for my gameplay style and I'm close to reaching the 100k score for the final achievement. (UPDATE:
I've got this one too now, with the same ship)

The game is pretty easy but with time, unless you properly position yourself and shoot accurately, you will be overwhelmed. The
background score sounds good too.

If the dev hasn't done so already, I hope he thinks about releasing this game on the Android, iOS and Windows 10 Mobile
platforms too, because this has potential to be a fun game to play on the go.. Good time waster.. Shrek simulator. Buggy, but
fun.
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Best virtual reality game I've played so far the only problem is the glaive flying out of the arena and glitch game though the
ground. But besides that it's great.. If Alien: Isolation were are movie, Phantaruk would be the overseas mockbuster.

Most annoying aspect of the game is long periods of uneventful walking simulation peppered with rare occasions where nearly
inescapable enemies send you backward to checkpoints. It's easy to miss an antidote or code, meaning more frustration in replay
than enjoyment.

Got to the Facehugger Nests and didn't bother completing.. I love Tetris very much, and this is the worst version of Tetris I have
ever seen. Movement while holding down an arrow key is slow, meaning you must mash the arrow keys if you want to survive at
high speeds. Rotation does not work very well, and the lack of a lock delay means that basic Tetris maneuvers do not work. But
there's more! Absolutely-Legitimate-Non-Copyright-Infringementris has SURVIVAL MODE, which puts a bunch of random
blocks in the way and then starts your first piece on top of one leading to an instant game over. This means that CLASSIC FUN
COLLECTION has managed to do worse than Ubisoft's bad Tetris, since even when working as intended their Tetris is literally
unplayable. Unforgiveable Tetris crimes, you should be executed. Very impressive, looking foward to future updates. a good
few hours of gameplay as is. exploration of diffrent passing ships is spot on!. Exploring dungeons, killing goblins, necromancers
etc. Lovely game :D.. This is a game from my childhood. If you didn't play the original, I doubt that you will like it. I would play
Archon frequently with a friend. Basically, it's fantasy chess with "living" pieces. When a piece invades an enemy's square, you
fight it out. It's simple, but fun.

There is one glaring flaw to the game. There is no remote play option. There is no excuse for not having, what is now, a very
standard feature.. legends of quna epic track. Great game if you are a gridder fan. Great brutal combat, There is some grinding
here, but doesn't detract from the overall gameplay. Great job on the developers' part on getting some quick fixes out there on
some minor bug fixes.

Having fun and taking me back in time. Love it.. Love the simulation. Hard to learn, longer to build, and realism is at an Everest
sized peak.
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